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is equivalent to the convergence of I( r, 1 - E). Criteria for the convergence of 
T“ k,,-:l GPllM”/a” - I) > E], where {c,/ is a positive real sequence, will also be 
considered. 
Functional Laws of the Iterated Logarithm for Bivariate Sums 
R. Vasudeva, University of Mysore, India 
Let (X,,, n 2 I ) be a sequence of independent identically distributed random 
variables and let X,: = max( X,, 0), Xi = max( -X,, 0). Define 
s, zz i X,, s:, = + X + .d I and Sj[ = f _‘(, , n 3 1. 
;: I , I , --I 
Assume that there exists a sequence (R,,) of positive constants such that the sequence 
{ B,‘S,,} converges weakly to a stable random variable with exponent CA, 0 -K (Y c I. 
For any f E [0, I] and n 2 3 define 
<,,(I)={( Lz;;‘s;,,,,)“‘1’~‘I”B”, (B,‘S [),,, )‘:‘w’y* 
In this paper the set of all almost sure limit functions of (&,( * )) is obtained under 
the product M,-topology. A similar functional law has been obtained for the 
sequence of normalised partial sum processes of independent identically distributed 
random vectors of non-negative independent components. Further, under certain 
conditions on A’, the set of all almost sure limit functions ot‘ the hequerlce 
(IR,‘S,,,,,j’ ‘@‘Y I ~Z[O, I]}, n 23. 
is obtained. 
Stationaq Self-Similar Extremal Processes 
W. Vervaat, Karl&eke L’niver.Pireir, NQmqyn, Netherlands 
We consider E l= R, start with a sequence of%-valued random variahlet; (n,‘s) 
t .Y,% 1; , and set f-or C;t ‘5 (the nonemptv open sc!~ in RI: 
AI,, ( c; 1 :-- ‘J .\‘k --- h,, cl,,, I? = I, 2, . . 
I, tier )/ 
\c here h,,, (I,,( (I,, .:, 0) arc huitab!v chohen realh. In this way we h:ive defined 3 sequence 
01‘ cst rrmal proce3scs ( Ad,, ) ,: , , consisting of ‘normalized sample extremes’. 
!I long rese,trch tradition in probability theory, whicll started in the twtrntics :lnd 
w;t~ completed in the seventies, investigated the convergence in distribution of !%I,, 
as ff -+-T and the limiting extremal processes in case the underlying rv’s’ XL are 
it~tlcp~~lct~t ut?d idmriwl/y distrihtrtetl (iid). In the seventies the first results appeared 
with the conditions on t SC 1; , weakened to .stclfionrrrir\’ t i.e., the distribution of‘ 
(A-$ 1; ) and ( XL ), k; , i\ the s;~mc‘ for all integers h! with additional assumptionx 
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of weak dependence, producing basically the same limiting processes as in the iid 
case. O’Brien, Torfs and Vervaat recently characterized all 1iC .ng extremal proces- 
ses M that arise when (X,J’~._ x, is only assumed to be st& lionary (and possibly 
strongly dependent). 
Apart from (compositions of) simple monotone transformations like x+ xa 
(ar>O), x-+logx, x-, -I/x for x20, x+ax+6 (a>O) for x&! applied to M, the 
limiting extremal processes A4 are characterized by 
( 1) M is a [0, ml-valued extremal process; 
(2) M is stationary, i.e., M ( l +b) has the same distribution as M( l ) for all b E R ; 
(3) M is self-similar with exponent 1, i.e. M(w) and aM(-) have the same 
distribution for all a > 0. Several general properties of such M can be derived. In 
particular we have for the random upper semicontinuous function d”M defined by 
d’M(t):== AC; ., M(G) for tdR that the random set {tdk d“M(t)>O) is an F,* 
Lebesgue null set with probability 1. 
Classical and new examples of stationary self-similar extiemal processes are 
presented. 
? 
